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Abstract 

Martian moons exploration, MMX, is the new sample return mission planned by the Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA) targeting the two Martian moons with the scheduled launch in 2024 and return to the Earth in 2029. 
The major scientific objectives of this mission are to determine the origin of Phobos and Deimos, to elucidate the 
early Solar System evolution in terms of volatile delivery across the snow line to the terrestrial planets having habit‑
able surface environments, and to explore the evolutionary processes of both moons and Mars surface environment. 
To achieve these objectives, during a stay in circum‑Martian space over about 3 years MMX will collect samples from 
Phobos along with close‑up observations of this inner moon and carry out multiple flybys of Deimos to make com‑
parative observations of this outer moon. Simultaneously, successive observations of the Martian atmosphere will also 
be made by utilizing the advantage of quasi‑equatorial spacecraft orbits along the moons’ orbits.
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Introduction
Among the numerous moons currently known in the 
Solar System, there are only three orbiting terrestrial 
planets, Phobos and Deimos being the two of them. The 
exploration of the Earth’s Moon, which includes sam-
ple return missions, has provided us a wealth of data 
revealing and constraining both its formation and evo-
lution processes and those of the parent planet. The 
same is probably true for the two Martian moons which 
also likely formed associated with the formation of 
their parent planet. However, the direct exploration of 
the Martian moons has been quite limited so far.

The Martian Moons eXploration (MMX) mission 
will carry out a direct, extensive survey of the Mar-
tian moons including the first sample return from one 
of these moons. The past explorations of the Mar-
tian moons were largely limited to flybys by orbiters 
approaching Mars. The first close-up imaging of Pho-
bos and Deimos was conducted by the Viking mission, 
which found their irregular shapes and their albedos as 
low as those of asteroids thought to have carbonaceous 
compositions (Veverka and Duxbury 1977; Tolson 
et al. 1978; Pang et al. 1978, 1980). This result favored 
the capture hypothesis, which had been proposed ear-
lier for the origin of both moons but was considered 
dynamically difficult (e.g., Burns, 1972). Direct explora-
tion of Phobos was attempted by Phobos 1 (1988), Pho-
bos 2 (1988–1989), and Phobos-Grunt (2011), but they 
failed except for limited data acquisition by Phobos 2 in 
the vicinity of Phobos (Duxbury et al. 2014 for a com-
prehensive summary of the past explorations of Phobos 
and Deimos). Although several mission concepts have 
been proposed to explore the Martian moons, MMX is 
currently the only approved mission targeting the Mar-
tian moons.

For the last two decades, JAXA has been a pioneer 
in small-body sample return missions, accumulating 
unique experience through the first asteroid sample 
return mission Hayabusa (originally named MUSES-C, 
2003–2010) to the S-type asteroid Itokawa followed by 
the Hayabusa2 mission (2014–present) to the C-type 
asteroid Ryugu. Both missions have been successfully 
revealing how solid materials were built up to form 
small bodies which then migrated to near-Earth orbits 
involving disruption and re-accumulation processes 
during Solar System evolution (e.g., Fujiwara et  al. 
2006; Watanabe et  al. 2019; Sugita et  al. 2019; Michel 
et al. 2020). In particular, the Hayabusa2 mission is elu-
cidating processes that may have supplied water and 
organics to Earth. MMX will expand these Japanese 
experiences and successes in small-body explorations 
to the Martian moons.

As a Mars orbiter, on the other hand, MMX will 
extend JAXA’s experiences in large-body explorations 
gained by Kaguya (SELENE, 2007–2009) at the Moon 
and ongoing Akatsuki (Planet-C, 2010-present) at 
Venus. The attempted Japanese Mars orbiter Nozomi 
(Planet-B, 1998–2003) launched by ISAS before the 
institution’s integration into JAXA, unfortunately, 
resulted in contact loss during the cruise to Mars. 
Hence, the MMX mission is an important milestone to 
expand the Japanese space program to Mars, in synergy 
with small-body exploration programs.

This paper presents the current design of the MMX 
mission with a special focus on the scientific objectives 
as well as the mission requirements, the system archi-
tecture, and the observation operations plan to achieve 
those objectives. Note that the MMX mission is under 
development; therefore, its details may be modified in 
the future.

Graphical Abstract
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Phobos, Deimos, and Mars: genetic 
and evolutionary links
Mars, the host planet of Phobos and Deimos, is the 
planet that has an atmosphere-covered surface environ-
ment most analogous to that of the Earth. Abundant 
fluvial geomorphological features such as valley net-
works and outflow channels strongly imply the activity 
of a vast amount of liquid water on the Martian surface 
before ~ 3 Gya (e.g., Carr 1996). Long-term volcanic 
activity leaving igneous provinces and volcanoes may 
significantly contribute to volatile supply from the inte-
rior to the surface (e.g., Greely 1987). Recent precise 
imaging spectroscopy from orbits (e.g., Bibring et  al. 
2006) and in situ geological surveys conducted by rov-
ers (e.g., Grotzinger et  al. 2014) accumulate evidence 
for the widespread existence and past activity of liq-
uid water with compositions suitable for habitats. On 
the other hand, Mars preserves ancient terrains with 
numerous impact craters and may be the only planet 
for which we can precisely trace the history back to 
the early evolution of a hydrosphere on a rocky planet. 
It seems, however, difficult to approach Mars forma-
tion processes through Mars surface exploration alone 
because resurfacing processes significantly obscure 
records of the planet formation. In contrast, the air-
less Martian moons with sizes too small to activate 
long-term igneous processes likely preserve materials 
at their formation without severe alteration, possibly 
providing a window to explore key processes forming 
Mars.

The size of Mars, which is about half of that of Earth, 
and the formation time of Mars which is within sev-
eral Myr since the beginning of the Solar System con-
strained from radioisotope studies (Dauphas and 
Pourmand 2011) are consistent with the typical charac-
teristics of proto-planets predicted by planet formation 
theory (Kokubo and Ida 1998). Here, a proto-planet 
refers to the product of oligarchic growth that would 
have occurred in each localized feeding zone of the 
planetesimal population. As a result of oligarchic 
growth, the inner Solar System may have once con-
tained dozens of proto-planets with typical masses 
from lunar to Martian ones. Their subsequent mutual 
collisions that occurred episodically over the time scale 
several  107  years mostly after the dissipation of solar 
nebula gas would lead the proto-Earth and proto-Venus 
to accumulate their current masses (Kokubo and Ida 
1998). In contrast, isotopic heterogeneities of extinct 
radionuclide systematics observed in Martian meteor-
ites suggest insufficient mantle mixing of Mars, imply-
ing the lack of complete melting event possibly induced 
by the mutual collision of proto-planets (Debaille et al. 
2007; Kleine et  al. 2009). As a fossil of proto-planet, 

therefore, Mars may be the unique research target for 
revealing the processes of proto-planet formation and 
evolution.

Inhibition of the growth of Mars exceeding the pre-
sent mass implies that the population of planetesimals 
in the early Solar System rapidly declined in the region 
beyond the current orbital radius of Mars, which might 
be caused by the gravitational perturbation of proto-Jupi-
ter that experienced orbital change by mechanisms such 
as a large-scale, gas-driven migration (e.g., Walsh et  al. 
2011) or an orbital instability due to mutual gravitational 
interaction among the giant planets (e.g., Clement et al. 
2018). These proposed mechanisms may have also played 
an important role in delivering water-bearing objects 
formed in the outer Solar System to the terrestrial plan-
ets. The exploration of Martian moons may place impor-
tant constraints on such a model.

The presence of water and atmosphere is believed to be 
a primarily necessary condition to make a rocky planet 
habitable. Although the origin of water and other vola-
tiles on the terrestrial planets remains controversial, one 
of the dominant hypotheses is the delivery by late accret-
ing bodies originated in the outer Solar System (Genda 
2016 for review). This is because the rocky planets are 
thought to be born dry if they were made from solid 
materials accreted in the inner solar nebula where nebu-
lar gas was too warm for water vapor to condense onto 
dust. In the outer solar nebula, beyond the snow line, 
water may condense as ice, which allows the formation 
of icy planetesimals. A part of them may further evolve 
and migrate to become rocky asteroids in the asteroid 
belt (e.g., Walsh et al. 2011), containing hydrated miner-
als generated through the chemical reactions of silicates 
with liquid water produced by internal heating (e.g., 
Fujiya et al. 2012). Observed compositions of meteorites 
and comets suggest that such hydrated and icy bodies are 
also enriched in carbon and nitrogen mainly in the form 
of complex organic matter (e.g., Kallemeyn and Wasson 
1981; Mumma and Charnley 2011). Mars is in the best 
position to elucidate how such volatile-rich bodies are 
transported in the early Solar System because it is the 
terrestrial planet orbiting nearest the snow line.

Compared to the Earth’s Moon, Phobos and Deimos 
are characterized by their smallness in size, low bulk den-
sities, irregular shapes, and very low albedos (Table  1). 
They share visible to near-infrared reflectance spectra 
with reddening trends like those of D-type and T-type 
asteroids which are thought to have volatile-rich, carbo-
naceous compositions (Rivkin et  al. 2002). Their small 
sizes and low bulk densities appear to be within the 
range of undifferentiated small bodies (e.g., Burns 1978). 
According to the spectroscopic classification of asteroids, 
the above types of asteroids are likely originated in the 
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region near the Jovian orbit (DeMeo and Carry 2014). 
These facts naturally lead to the capture hypothesis for 
the origin of the Martian moons; carbonaceous primi-
tive bodies originally formed beyond the snow line of the 
Solar System might have migrated inward (e.g., Walsh 
et al. 2011) and then become captured by Mars. If this is 
the case, the exploration of Martian moons will provide 
us clues for the delivery processes of water and other 
volatiles from the outer Solar System to early terrestrial 
planets (Table 1).

The feasibility of asteroid capture to form the Martian 
moons is, however, controversial. To capture a heliocen-
tric body as a satellite, dissipation of orbital energy rela-
tive to the planet is required. Tidal dissipation alone is too 
weak to cause capture unless the approaching velocity to 
Mars was unrealistically near-zero (Ververka and Burns 
1980). Models of aerodynamic capture have suggested 
that heliocentric bodies with sizes similar to Phobos and 
Deimos are possibly captured by proto-Mars embed-
ded in the solar nebula gas (Hunten 1979; Pollack et  al. 
1979a). The orbit of a captured body gradually circular-
izes and then decays toward a collision with the planetary 
surface. Thus, the aerodynamic capture scenario requires 
some mechanism to terminate the action of aerodynamic 
drag, such as the loss of an extended atmosphere con-
taining a small number of capture bodies (Hunten 1979).

On the other hand, the fact that Phobos and Deimos 
have low orbital inclinations and eccentricities (Table 1) 
has been pointed out as evidence against the capture 
scenario (e.g., Burns 1972; Szeto 1983). Since heliocen-
tric bodies that encounter a planet may approach from 

almost random directions, the resulting orbital inclina-
tions of captured bodies are likely also random relative 
to the planetary equatorial plane as seen in irregular 
satellites of giant planets. Tidal interactions with Mars 
seem too weak to reduce the orbital inclinations of cap-
tured bodies during its history given initial large inclina-
tions (e.g., Goldreich 1965; Rosenblatt 2011 for a recent 
review). An alternative mechanism to reduce inclination 
might be a gas drag in a proto-atmosphere or circum-
planetary gas envelope rotated in the same direction of 
the planetary rotation (Kilgore et  al. 1978). It remains, 
however, poorly understood how such atmospheric con-
ditions may be established and effectively work to pro-
duce moons with primordial orbits that can evolve to 
have current parameters.

The giant impact origin hypothesis, the other leading 
theory for the formation of the Martian moons, could 
satisfy the constraints from their orbits. Tidal interac-
tions with Mars make Phobos orbit decline and Dei-
mos one expand. Hence, their original orbits would be 
near the co-rotation radius of Mars located at a distance 
of ~ 6 Martian radii from the planetary center (Burns 
1978) although low primordial eccentricity of Phobos 
may require recent eccentricity excitation events such 
as gravitational resonance due to commensurabilities 
among the moon’s orbital period and Mars rotation rate 
(Yoder 1982) and/or asteroid impact(s) (Burns 1972). An 
oblique giant impact onto Mars may produce a debris 
disk from which the Martian moons would be formed 
at inferred original orbits (Craddock 2011; Citron et  al. 
2015). Recent dynamical simulations of impact ejecta 

Table 1 Major properties of the Martian moons

a GM values are converted to mass by adopting G = 6.67430 ×  10−11  m3  kg−1  s−2

b Semiaxes of the approximated triaxial ellipsoids
c Relative to the Laplace plane

Parameters Phobos Deimos Ref.

Mass  [kg]a 1.0626 ± 0.0006 ×  1016 1.51 ± 0.04 ×  1015 Jacobson (2010)

Size  [km]b 13.3 × 11.1 × 9.1 7.5 × 6.1 × 5.2 Thomas (1989)

Volume  [km3] 5621 ± 154 997 ± 49 Thomas (1989)

Mean density [g/cm3] 1.89 ± 0.05 1.51 ± 0.07 Mass/Vol

Semi‑major axis [Mars radius] 2.76 6.92 JPL Solar System 
Dynamics, https:// 
ssd. jpl. nasa. gov/

Eccentricity 0.0151 0.00033 JPL Solar System 
Dynamics, https:// 
ssd. jpl. nasa. gov/

Inclination [°]c 1.093 1.791 JPL Solar System 
Dynamics, https:// 
ssd. jpl. nasa. gov/

Geometric albedo 0.07 ± 0.012 0.068 ± 0.007 Zellner and Capen 
(1974), Thomas et al. 
(1996)

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
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released from huge (potential) impact structures with a 
scale comparable to the Borealis basin, for example, suc-
ceed to explain small masses and near-circular equatorial 
orbits of both moons (Rosenblatt et al. 2016; Hyodo et al. 
2017; Canup and Salmon 2018).

To reconcile with the formation of moons near the co-
rotation radius, the total mass of impact ejecta extended 
to several Martian radii should be much larger than that 
of both moons, thereby leading to the formation of the 
inner large moon(s) through the accretion of ejecta mate-
rials (Rosenblatt et  al. 2016; Hyodo et  al. 2017; Canup 
and Salmon 2018). Such a large moon may gravitation-
ally excite the random motion of debris in the outer 
ejecta disk and promote their collisional coagulation into 
a small number of tiny moons (Rosenblatt et  al. 2016). 
The inner large moon(s) would eventually fall onto Mars 
due to tidal interactions leaving the two tiny moons with 
near-circular and near-equatorial orbits in the vicinity 
of the co-rotation radius of Mars. In an extended giant 
impact origin scenario, Phobos may be the youngest gen-
eration of the innermost moon that has repeated tidal 
break-ups, followed by orbital diffusion of disrupted 
debris and their partial re-accumulation during the 
secular tidal orbital evolution (Hesselbrock and Minton 
2017). Note, however, that no clear geologic evidence has 
yet been identified for the mass loss of a large inner moon 
onto the Martian surface.

Numerical analysis of the giant impact model for the 
origin of the Martian moons predicts that the Mar-
tian moons consist of a mixture of impactor materi-
als and proto-Mars materials (~ 50:50 by Hyodo et  al. 
2017; ~ 20:80 by Canup and Salmon 2018) associated with 
depletion of volatile elements due to impact-induced 
heating. Since simulated debris disks have a nearly uni-
form composition (e.g., Hyodo et al. 2017), these mixing 
ratios would apply to Phobos even if it is the latest gen-
eration of the innermost moon after the repeated cycles 
of tidal break-up and re-accumulation starting from an 
impact-generated primordial large inner moon. There-
fore, the Martian moons are expected to provide us clues 
for the compositions of both the impactor and the proto-
Mars, which will improve our understanding of the giant 
impact phenomena that resulted in the formation of both 
moons. On the other hand, it remains unclear how such 
materials lead to the current reflectance spectra of Pho-
bos and Deimos.

Altogether, the origin of the Martian moons is still 
controversial to date. The current pros and cons of the 
two major hypotheses of the Martian moon origin are 
summarized in Table  2. Of course, one cannot rule out 
alternative scenarios such as the co-accretion of moons 
around a growing Mars. If MMX results lead to an 
alternative scenario for the origin of Martian moons, 

unexpected new aspects will be revealed not only for 
both moons, but also for the formation of Mars.

Phobos, Deimos, and their surrounding space are also 
expected to contain clues to understand the evolution-
ary processes not only on both moons, but also on Mars, 
such as impact flux to the Mars–moons system, resur-
facing of satellite surfaces by meteoroid impacts, con-
tamination of impact ejecta from Mars onto the moons’ 
surfaces, ejecta transfer among the moons, the outflow of 
the Martian atmosphere, implantation of particles origi-
nated from solar wind and Martian atmosphere, possible 
gas emission from the interiors of the moons, possible 
formation of dust ring or torus along the moons orbits, 
and tidal deformation. These are valuable processes to 
be explored by missions to the Martian moons (e.g., 
Miyamoto et al. 2021). Also, from the space around the 
near-equatorial orbits of the Martian moons, a spacecraft 
can make monitoring observations of the Martian atmos-
phere by taking successive images and spectra covering a 
wide area of the planet’s hemisphere. Such observations 
are complementary to the low altitude, close-up observa-
tions conducted by the previous Mars orbiters.

Mission objectives and requirements
Mission objectives
To reveal the origin of the Martian moons and elucidate 
the evolution of Mars and the habitable terrestrial plan-
ets in the Solar System, the MMX mission has selected 
Phobos as the target for sampling and thus for detailed 
observations. Of course, it would be ideal to take samples 
from both moons, but this is infeasible because of the 
limitation of mission resources. The reasons for choos-
ing Phobos as the sampling target are as follows: first, the 
surface of Phobos exhibits a larger spectral diversity than 
Deimos (Rivkin et  al. 2002; Fraeman et  al. 2014). This 
implies that the composition of Deimos may be within 
the range of compositional diversity of Phobos material. 
Note that spectral diversity might also reflect differences 
in physical states such as grain size distribution of surface 
regolith rather than compositional difference. Second, 
Phobos’ surface likely contains a certain amount of mate-
rials ejected from young impact craters on Mars (Rams-
ley and Head 2013; Hyodo et  al. 2019), which might 
provide us information on the past surface environment 
of Mars at the time of bedrock formation before impact 
cratering (Usui et al. 2020). Third, more abundant imag-
ing data have been accumulated for Phobos, which allows 
us to optimize the landing strategies and operations 
before the launch of the spacecraft.

Referring to the advantage offered by the Martian 
moons for elucidating processes producing habitable 
terrestrial planets, the MMX mission places scientific 
objectives as listed in Table 3, where the major goals and 
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medium objectives flow down to the specific objectives 
and mission requirements. The two major goals are to 
elucidate the origin of terrestrial planets with habitable 
environments and to identify and characterize important 
evolutionary processes of the Mars system consisting of 
Mars, its moons, and the circum-Martian space.

The former goal consists of two basic elements: to 
reveal the origins of the Martian moons and to constrain 
processes for planetary formation and material transport 
in the early Solar System. Taking into account that MMX 
will collect samples solely from Phobos but conduct 
close-up observations for both moons, this goal is broken 
down into three medium objectives: to identify the origin 
of Phobos by the combination of close-up observations 
and sample analyses (medium objective 1.1), to extract 
records of material transport processes from sample 
analyses (1.2a, b) and to constrain the origin of Deimos 
by close-up observations (1.3).

MMX will make dense observations and sampling for 
Phobos. Reflecting this fact, the medium objective 1.1 
is further subdivided according to the primary meth-
ods applied: close-up spectroscopic studies (MO1.1.1), 
sample studies (MO1.1.2) and attempts to detect pos-
sible signs of internal ice (MO1.1.3). If the composition 
and petrological characteristics of the Phobos bedrock 
material are found to be similar to those of carbona-
ceous meteorites generally enriched in hydrous miner-
als and organics, then capture origin is supported; if, on 
the other hand, volatile-poor, igneous characteristics 
are found, then the giant impact origin is supported. For 
close-up observations (MO1.1.1), spectroscopy char-
acterizing the mineralogical and chemical composi-
tion of bedrock material of Phobos is important (see the 
"MR1.1.1" section for details). For sample analyses, pet-
rological and chemical characterization is useful as well 
as isotopic measurements to achieve MO1.1.2 (see the 
"MR1.1.2" section). The presence of internal ice could be 
inferred from the detection of  H2O molecules emanated 
from the surface (Fanale and Salvail 1990) and/or inter-
nal density heterogeneity. If a strong sign of internal ice 
is found, it provides strong support for the capture origin 
(see the "MR1.1.3" section).

Application of a series of advanced analyses for Phobos 
sample (see the “Sample analyses” section) is expected to 
provide information not only on the origin of Phobos as a 
Martian satellite, but also on the formation and transport 
of precursor bodies or the process of giant impact on 
primitive Mars, and the origin of colliding bodies. Either 
the medium objective 1.2a or 1.2b becomes activated 
depending on the actual origin of Phobos. If the moons 
are found to be of capture origin, then the formation and 
dynamical transport of original bodies will be deciphered 
along with their cosmochemical characteristics through 

sample analyses (1.2a). If they are found to be of giant 
impact origin, then the timing and magnitude of the 
impact will be estimated along with the composition of 
the impactor, which is indicative of its formation region, 
by sample analyses (1.2b). For both medium objectives, 
determination of isotopic compositions and material 
dating is crucial to identify the source body type of the 
Phobos precursor body or the impactor and the timings 
of evolutionary events (see the "MR1.2a" and "MR1.2b" 
sections).

As for Deimos’ observation (1.3), it is most impor-
tant to confirm whether the genetic commonality of this 
moon and Phobos implied from the similar reflectance 
spectra at the coarse spatial resolutions is the true char-
acter or the surficial one. Due to its large distance from 
Mars, opportunities for close observation of Deimos by 
Mars exploration missions have been limited. Therefore, 
the coverage and spatial resolution of the Deimos spectral 
image data are worse than that of Phobos ones (Fraeman 
et al. 2012, 2014). Hence, spectral properties of bedrock 
materials have not yet been confirmed also for Deimos 
which seems largely covered with matured regolith lay-
ers (Murchie et al. 2015). Application of spectroscopy to 
fresh bedrock exposures expected to be associated with 
boulders and young impact craters is needed to achieve 
the medium objective 1.3 (see the "MR1.3" section).

The latter goal concerning Mars system evolution con-
sists of three basic elements depending on the primary 
study targets: to reveal the evolutionary processes of 
both moons (2.1), to constrain the evolution of the Mar-
tian surface environment (2.2), and to understand the 
dynamical behaviors of Martian atmosphere regarding as 
an ongoing evolutionary process of the Martian surface 
environment (2.3).

Phobos and Deimos are similar to asteroids in size and 
shape, but likely suffering evolutionary processes unique 
for the circum-Martian environment. Since the Martian 
moons revolve around Mars with relatively short peri-
ods, whenever an impact occurs, a considerable fraction 
of ejecta grains that once escape the moons’ gravity may 
re-impact the original moon after revolutions around 
Mars. Such ejecta behavior may promote the thickening 
of regolith layers of the moons (Ramsley and Head 2013) 
and cause the formation of dust rings (or tori) along the 
moons’ orbits through impact ejecta reproduction (Soter 
1971).

Phobos positioned slightly outside the tidal break-up 
radius of Mars may experience impact cratering events 
strongly influenced by the action of Martian tidal forces 
and/or by ejecta from Martian impact craters (e.g., Basi-
levsky et al. 2014). The tidally locked rotation may induce 
heterogeneous evolution of the surface layer between 
leading and trailing hemispheres due to the different 
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flux and approaching velocities of impactors (Christou 
2014). The ion flux from the Martian atmosphere may 
affect space weathering of the moons’ surface along with 
the influx of solar wind and meteoroids (e.g., Soter 1971; 
Nénon et al. 2019, 2021).

To reveal impact frequency, degree of gardening, and 
space weathering processes, an approach combing in situ 
observations on impact and degradation features on 
both moons and dust and ion fluxes and sample analyses 
assessing alteration by impacts and other space weather-
ing processes is useful. Thus, the medium objective 2.1 
combines several types of studies. Its procedure will be 
explained in the "MR2.1" section.

The medium objective 2.2 is placed to reveal the evo-
lution of the Martian surface environment; containing 
two components by the potential study of materials that 
came from young Martian impact craters (MO2.2.1) and 
observational study on the escape of the Martian atmos-
phere (MO2.2.2).

Materials that came from Martian impact craters are 
likely to be well mixed in the regolith layer of Phobos 
(e.g., Hyodo et  al. 2019), making them difficult to dis-
tinguish by in situ observation. Thus, MO2.2.1 relies on 
sample analyses. Such materials likely consist of frag-
ments of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks 
(Hyodo et  al. 2019), which potentially contain biosigna-
ture if Martian life exists (Hyodo and Usui 2021). Thus, 
they may provide unique constraints for the past Mar-
tian surface environment at the formation periods of 
host bedrocks of Martian craters. Potential information 
on past Mars obtained from such materials includes iso-
topic composition of surface volatile reservoirs, intrinsic 
magnetic field, and sedimentary environment at various 
geologic ages (Usui et al. 2020). It is to be noted that the 
availability of materials applicable to such in-depth analy-
sis is not certain, and therefore MO2.2.1 is achievable if 
good samples are obtained (see the "MR2.2.1" section).

The other approach to understanding the evolution 
of the Martian surface environment is the aeronomy 
study to constrain the atmospheric escape from Mars 
(MO2.2.2). Atmospheric escape is one of the significant 
ongoing processes at Mars that have driven the evolution 
of the Martian surface environment over a geologic time 
scale (e.g., Jakosky et al. 1994). The isotopic fractionation 
of escaping species changes the isotopic ratios of residue 
volatile elements over geological time. Thus, the isotopic 
fractionation factor at escape is an important param-
eter to interpret the isotopic difference among Martian 
volatile reservoirs in terms of the time scale and mag-
nitude of atmospheric loss. Past Martian missions and 
ground-based observations have progressively revealed 
the isotopic composition of volatile elements in the Mar-
tian atmosphere and sedimentary materials along with 

analyses of Martian meteorites (e.g., Leshin et  al. 2013; 
Mahaffy et  al. 2013; Usui et  al. 2015; Villanueva et  al. 
2015; Jakosky et  al. 2018). However, isotopic fractiona-
tion of escaping elements, which probably depends on 
the level of solar activity, has been poorly constrained by 
previous studies especially for ion species such as  O+ and 
 C+ due to the lack of reliable observation of escaping spe-
cies and difficulty in theoretical modeling (Chassefière 
and Leblanc 2004). To give an estimate for the escaped 
amount atmosphere by new observational determination 
of the fractionation factor is the primary component of 
MO2.2.2 (see the "MR2.2.2" section).

The medium objective 2.3 reflects an advantage in 
observations of the Martian atmosphere from orbits near 
the moons as mentioned previously. The Martian atmos-
phere exhibits various meteorological activities. Among 
them, atmospheric transport of water vapor and dust 
plays a particularly important role in the evolution of 
the Martian climate system. The lateral water transport 
is an elementary process for global-scale redistribution 
of water storage among surface reservoirs over the time 
scale of changes in obliquity and orbital parameters such 
as eccentricity and the argument of periapsis caused by 
gravitational perturbations by other planets (e.g., Mus-
tard et al. 2001). Dust that distributes everywhere in the 
Martian atmosphere with variable content significantly 
influences the radiative budget of the thin atmosphere 
since dust is the primary absorber for visible and infrared 
radiation (Pollack et  al. 1979b). Therefore, dust strongly 
affects the atmospheric thermal budget and dynamics, 
which in turn influence water vapor transport, includ-
ing one across the vertical direction reaching the upper 
atmosphere where photolysis of water molecules takes 
place associated with the subsequent escape to space 
(e.g., Heavens et al. 2018).

However, it remains poorly constrained how the dust 
transport is coupled with atmospheric dynamics and 
water transport due to the paucity of continuous imag-
ing observations that can capture developments of dust 
events (Ogohara et  al. 2021). To reveal coupled dynam-
ics of dust and water vapor transport by new atmospheric 
monitoring is the primary component of the medium 
objective 2.3 (see the "MR2.3" section).

Considering that the MMX mission has been assem-
bled from the primary objective of exploring the Martian 
moons, the mission objectives are prioritized as shown 
by the marks in Table  3. Science objectives related to 
the origin and evolution of Phobos, which are certainly 
achievable if the mission proceeds correctly, are given 
the top priority; science objectives that depend on results 
of observation and sample analysis are given the second 
priority; and science objectives related to the surface 
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evolution of Mars are given the third priority, as shown 
in the following.

Determination of the origin of Phobos by spectro-
scopic observations (MO1.1.1) and by sample analyses 
(MO1.1.2) has the highest priority as well as the iden-
tification of weathering and evolutionary processes of 
Phobos surface (MO2.1.1). Constraining Phobos’ origin 
from its molecular release rate and mass distribution 
(MO1.1.3) is given high priority as well as revealing the 
surface distribution of constituent materials in Deimos 
in comparison with those of Phobos to constrain the 
origin of Deimos (MO1.3.1). The second priority is also 
given for constraining the initial conditions of early Solar 
System processes such as planetary migration through 
clarification of the formation of primitive materials and 
bodies and the capture process (MO1.2a.1) and esti-
mating the magnitude and timing of the giant impact 
along with placing constraints for planetary migration, 
material transport, and planetary formation processes 
(MO1.2b.1). The achievability of these two objectives 
depends on the origin of Phobos to be determined. 
Objectives related to the observations of the Martian 
atmosphere (MO2.2.2 and MO2.3.1) and the poten-
tial study of grains ejected from young impact craters 
(MO2.2.1) are given third priority.

Mission requirements
Corresponding to each mission objective, the mission 
requirements are deduced by reflecting the current 
knowledge of the Martian moons and their parent planet 
(Table 3). The general scientific grounds for each mission 
requirement are described below.

MR1.1.1 to constrain Phobos origin by in situ observations
MR1.1.1 summarizes the requirements for remote sens-
ing observations to constrain the origin of Phobos. Pre-
viously obtained visible and near-infrared reflectance 
spectra of Phobos are almost featureless with possible 
weak features indicative of olivine and pyroxene (Gend-
rin et al. 2005) and phyllosilicates (Fraemann et al. 2014), 
but there remain the limitation of S/N, spatial resolution, 
and/or coverage. ISM (infrared spectrometer) on board 
Phobos 2 spacecraft obtained Phobos spectra over a 
quarter Phobos hemisphere by 24 times 25 pixels in 0.8–
1.5 μm and 1.6–3.1 μm wavelength ranges with S/N from 
10 to 300 dependent on wavelength (Gendrin et al. 2005). 
Current best spectroscopic data may be those obtained 
by CRISM aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(Fraeman et  al. 2012, 2014), which has the spatial reso-
lutions 120–350  m/px for the sub-Mars hemisphere of 
Phobos in 0.4–3.1 μm range though lacking reliable data 
around 2.7 μm due to the boundary of instrument filters. 
Spectral feature around 2.7  μm is important because it 

includes characteristic absorptions from hydroxyl and 
water molecules. If hydrated minerals are found in fresh 
bedrock exposures, this provides strong evidence for the 
capture origin of Phobos.

Since the Phobos surface is possibly affected by space 
weathering and late accreted materials, it is valuable to 
determine reflectance spectra for fresh materials exposed 
around impact craters associated with bright ejecta and 
on boulders identified on Phobos (e.g., Basilevsky et  al. 
2014). To achieve such observations, a spatial resolution 
of 20 m or better is required for spectroscopic mapping 
of major areas on Phobos (see the "MR2.1" section for 
details). Spectroscopic imaging with a spatial resolu-
tion of 1 m or better is necessary for ~ 50 m area includ-
ing sampling site to characterize the geologic context 
of sampling sites. Requirements for visual and infrared 
spectral measurements will be summarized in the later 
“Requirements for spectroscopic imaging” section com-
bining other requirements to observe the geology of both 
moons and the Martian atmosphere.

The mean Si/Fe ratio on the hemisphere scale, which 
is observable by a gamma-ray spectrometer and poten-
tially by an ion mass spectrum analyzer, also provides 
an important clue to revealing Phobos origin. If capture 
origin is the case, Si/Fe ratio is expected to be within the 
range of chondritic meteorites. If the giant impact origin 
is the case, Si/Fe ratio may be > 20% larger than the chon-
dritic range (1.1–2.0 Wasson and Kallemeyn 1988) due 
to the contribution of Mars mantle materials (2.9–3.7 
Yoshizaki and McDonough 2020 and references therein). 
Therefore, the determination of Si/Fe ratio with preci-
sion less than 20% for global Phobos is the requirement 
for elemental abundance measurements. If possible, 
the determinations of K concentration with chondritic 
range (300–800 ppm) and hydrogen concentration above 
100  ppm (typical concentration for relatively  H2O poor 
carbonaceous chondrites, Wasson and Kallemeyn 1988) 
with precision less than 50% for global Phobos also con-
tribute to assessing whether Phobos is capture origin 
or giant impact origin. If the elemental measurement is 
performed by gamma-ray and neutron spectrometry, 
it needs integration of photons originated from Pho-
bos from low altitude less than about one Phobos mean 
radius to reduce the background noise (Lawrence et  al. 
2019).

MR1.1.2 to determine Phobos origin from sample
MR1.1.2 describes the mission requirement for sampling 
and sample analyses to determine Phobos’ origin. To col-
lect Phobos indigenous materials from the surface pos-
sibly contaminated by exogenic materials, a large amount 
of granular sample is necessary for statistical sorting by 
the isotopic composition. The average mixing ratio of 
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external materials is estimated to be about 0.1% as likely 
(Hyodo et al. 2019) and several % at most (Ramsley and 
Head 2013). The distribution of external material in the 
surface regolith layer is expected to be almost homoge-
neous due to gardening processes and randomness of 
pre-impact trajectories (Ramsley and Head 2013; Hyodo 
et al. 2019). On the other hand, there is a possibility that 
Phobos indigenous materials have compositional diver-
sity. This is implied from the observed regional difference 
in reflectance spectra represented by the red unit and 
blue one (Rivkin et  al. 2002; Fraeman et  al. 2014). Here 
the blue unit stands for areas having weaker reddening 
trends. Note that it could represent differences in the 
degree of space weathering, alternatively (e.g., Basilevsky 
et al. 2014).

Due to the current lack of direct measurement, the 
grain size distribution of Phobos regolith remains uncer-
tain. According to the interpretation of Phobos thermal 
inertia from the modeling of thermal conduction through 
granular layers, the typical grain size in Phobos regolith 
is estimated to be ~ 1 mm (Gundlach and Blum 2013). An 
expanded method incorporating the physical relation-
ships between porosity and grain size under the action 
of intra-grain cohesion forces and Phobos’s gravity sug-
gests the typical size of ~ 2  mm (Kiuchi and Nakamura 
2014). Among ejecta released from the Phobos surface 
by impacts, grains smaller than ~ 300 μm would be pref-
erentially lost to the parent planet or outer space due 
to the action of solar radiation pressure (Ramsley and 
Head 2013) while large grains may return onto the sur-
face of Phobos after areocentric motion. For those rea-
sons, the regolith grains are likely to have sizes mainly 
between ~ 300 μm and ~ 2 mm.

Application of textural, mineralogical, and chemical 
analyses for grains is useful to judge the origin of Phobos. 
The estimated size range of Phobos sample grains allows 
us these analyses in detail as demonstrated for Itokawa 
dust particles with much smaller sizes (e.g., Nakamura 
et al. 2011). If the majority of Phobos samples are petro-
logically like chondritic materials, this strongly supports 
the capture origin of Phobos. On the other hand, if the 
samples are dominated by materials with textures and 
compositions reflecting high-temperature melting and 
partial vaporization, this supports giant impact origin.

Recent improvements in the accuracy of isotope 
measurements have revealed that meteorite groups and 
planetary materials have different combinations of iso-
topic anomalies (Warren 2011). It has long been known 
that there are differences in isotopic anomalies among 
meteorite groups (Clayton 1993); when Cr isotopic 
ratio anomalies are included, almost all known meteor-
ite groups and planetary materials can be distinguished 
(Warren 2011). Therefore, from the isotope ratio analysis 

of the sample, it is possible to determine the source body 
type of Phobos.

Measurement of 53Cr/54Cr ratio with a precision of  10–6 
enough to resolve source body type (Trinquier et al. 2008) 
requires a sample grain of a few mg or size ~ 1 mm if the 
Cr concentration is ~ 3000  ppm equivalent to carbona-
ceous chondrites (Fujiya et al. 2021). Here, a silicate grain 
with a density of 3 g/cm3 is supposed. For Itokawa sam-
ples with tens μm, oxygen isotope analysis was achieved 
with precision sufficient to resolve source body type (e.g., 
Yamamoto et al. 2011; Yurimoto et al. 2011; Nakashima 
et  al. 2013). Other isotope systems such as 50Ti/47Ti are 
also valuable (Warren 2011) and measurable with suffi-
cient precision for ~ 1 mm grains (Fujiya et al. 2021). The 
majority of Phobos sample grains are expected to con-
centrate in a certain compositional range which shows 
the Phobos indigenous material and source body type.

The collection of ≥ 10 g samples is required to identify 
the composition of Phobos indigenous materials for the 
following reasons. Samples with a total mass of 10 g are 
expected to contain an order of  103–105 grains, assuming 
3 g/cm3 as the typical grain density. In this case, 100 -104 
grains can be secured in 1/10 of the sample to be used for 
the initial analysis after screening. This volume of sample 
grains allows us to identify the principal component of 
sample materials concerning their chemical and isotopic 
compositions. The obtained principal component will be 
concluded to be Phobos indigenous materials through 
the confirmation of its consistency with the Phobos bed-
rock composition constrained by in  situ observations. 
Considering the possible large-scale heterogeneity in the 
material composition on Phobos, the sampling sites are 
desired to be selected from the red unit and blue unit 
regions, respectively.

To obtain materials minimally affected by space weath-
ering caused by solar wind and meteoroid fluxes, samples 
should include materials from a depth of > 2  cm that is 
deeper than the penetration depth of solar wind (Nishii-
zumi et al. 2009). Also, to guarantee the collected samples 
to be Phobos indigenous materials, material distribution 
on the almost entire Phobos as well as the geologic con-
text of sampling sites should be constrained by imag-
ing and spectroscopic mapping. Requirements for these 
observations reflect the known geological properties of 
Phobos, which will be described later in the "MR2.1" sec-
tion that describes requirements to observations for pre-
cise Phobos geology.

MR1.1.3 to constrain Phobos internal structure
Mission requirements for the acquisition of data related 
to Phobos’s internal structure that independently pro-
vide constraints on Phobos origin are summarized in 
MR1.1.3. The low density of Phobos compared to intact 
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rocks possibly reflects the existence of water ice in the 
deep interior or a significant porosity in this moon at 
all depths. According to the thermal evolution model 
of Phobos (Fanale and Salvail 1990), the emanation of 
water molecules may continue at present depending on 
the thermal and molecular conductivities and assuming 
that Phobos was originally a primitive small body bear-
ing water ice.  1022-1023 molecules/s is a possible ema-
nation rate at present (Fanale and Salvail 1990). Thus 
the observation that can detect this amount of emission 
is required. This is possible using in situ ion mass spec-
trometry (Yokota et  al. 2021). The emanation of  H2O 
molecules, if detected, will strongly support the capture 
of an ice-bearing small body for Phobos’ origin. Require-
ments for in situ ion mass spectrometry will be summa-
rized in the later subsection combining the observations 
of solar wind components, sputtered ions from Phobos, 
and escaping ions from the Martian atmosphere.

The icy Phobos model also implies a combination of a 
dense core made of a silicate-ice mixture and a porous 
silicate mantle under the evaporative loss of ice from 
the surface. If mass concentration toward the center is 
found from geodetic observation, it places important 
constraints on such a model. To make investigations to 
detect such density inhomogeneity is another mission 
requirement. The key parameters to constrain the radial 
distribution of mass within the interior are moments of 
inertia (MOI) that can be derived from short-period lon-
gitudinal libration amplitude θ and degree-2 gravity coef-
ficients  C20 and  C22. Improvement of the accuracy of θ, 
 C20 and  C22 within 2–3% and the deduced moments of 
inertia enable us to constrain the central concentration of 
ice with 10% of total Phobos mass (Matsumoto and Ikeda 
2016; Matsumoto et  al. 2021). Degree-1 gravity coef-
ficients provide the position of the center of mass rela-
tive to the geometrical center of figure that would also 
imply density heterogeneity reflecting inhomogeneous 
ice distribution. Note that density heterogeneity could 
also be caused by other mechanisms such as porosity 
change and the coalescence of planetesimals with differ-
ent compositions.

Currently, the errors of gravity coefficients are too 
large to deduce reliable moment of inertia to constrain 
density inhomogeneity (Matsumoto et  al. 2021). A long 
stay around Phobos may significantly reduce this error 
through the gravity field determination based on precise 
analysis of inertial spacecraft motion around Phobos. The 
detailed requirements for spacecraft orbit plan as well as 
observation plans to obtain precise geodetic parameters 
are under study.

MR1.2a to understand early Solar System processes
MR1.2a summarizes the mission requirements mainly for 
sample analysis when capture origin of Phobos is proven 
to be the case. In this case, the sample may be abundant 
in grains composed of unequilibrated minerals enriched 
in volatile elements. Chemical, mineralogical and iso-
topic compositions are required to identify the source 
body type of the Phobos precursor. Their comparison 
with primitive meteorites will tell us the genetic relation-
ships of Phobos precursor and parent bodies of primitive 
meteorite groups in the early Solar System. Comparison 
with samples returned by Hayabusa, Hayabusa2, and 
OSIRIS-REx together with the close-up observation data 
of the respective asteroids is also crucial. Using the cor-
responding relationships among the spectroscopic tax-
onomy of asteroids and meteorite groups (DeMeo and 
Carry 2014), the source region of the Phobos precursor 
may be estimated. Reflectance spectra of returned sam-
ples that contain less altered materials are necessary to 
provide better constraints on the source asteroid type 
of the Phobos precursor. Volatile abundances in Phobos 
indigenous materials are also necessary to evaluate how 
Phobos-like bodies may contribute to built-up an ancient 
atmosphere–ocean-cryosphere system on proto-Mars.

The application of chronological analyses is required 
for the estimation of time and environment of the for-
mation of the precursor body as well as for constraining 
the impact history during the migration in the early Solar 
System. To approach the chronology of the formation of 
primordial materials, dating with a time resolution of the 
order of 0.1 Myr is required. To achieve such a time reso-
lution, 26Al–26Mg dating may be the primary method to 
reveal the history of refractory material formation in the 
solar nebula, and 53Mn–53Cr dating may reveal thermal 
and aqueous alteration history on the precursor body of 
Phobos. Both methods that use extinct radionuclides for 
model age determination require refractory grain and 
altered grain with ~ 10  μm, respectively (e.g., Kita et  al. 
2013; Fujiya et  al. 2012), which are probably available if 
Phobos is similar to the carbonaceous chondrites in its 
composition. A high-precision absolute age determina-
tion using U–Pb systematics requires a refractory grain 
of several mm in size (Fujiya et al. 2021); the availability 
of such a large grain might be limited considering the 
expected typical grain size.

Adding to the precise impact crater statistics that will 
be revealed by MMX close-up observations, the distribu-
tion of shock alteration ages of grains will provide con-
straints on the major impact history of Phobos including 
the stage of its precursor body with heliocentric orbit if 
capture origin is the case. At low gravity Phobos, most 
of the ejecta released by a small-body collision experi-
ence low shock pressures (Asphaug and Melosh 1993). In 
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addition, the empirical relationship between shock pres-
sure and shock alteration (Stöffler et  al. 1991) predicts 
that the fraction of regolith material that undergoes shock 
alteration such as Ar loss is likely to be limited. Consid-
ering that the regolith is well stirred by gardening, the 
samples are likely to be a mixture of materials that have 
undergone shock alteration at various ages in the past. 
For Itokawa grains, shock alteration ages of 1.3 ± 0.3 Ga 
(3-grain analysis with the total mass of ~ 3 μg equivalent 
to a ~ 100  μm grain; Park et  al. 2015) and 2.3 ± 0.1  Ga 
(analysis of single grain with the size of 91 μm; Jourdan 
et  al. 2017) have been reported using 39Ar–40Ar dating. 
This indicates that determination of shock alteration age 
is likely to be possible with sufficient time resolution for 
Phobos samples expected to have larger typical grain 
sizes.

By obtaining the distribution of shock alteration ages, 
the evolution of the impact frequency of small bodies on 
Phobos can be estimated from the precursor body stage 
to the present. Considering the orbital evolution from the 
asteroid belt, the flux of small bodies to Phobos should 
have declined significantly after the capture by Mars 
(Schmedemann et  al. 2014). If a sharp decrease in the 
distribution of shock alteration ages is identified with a 
certain age boundary, it gives an estimate for the timing 
of capture. A large portion of shock-altered grains might 
arise from the formation of voluminous impact craters 
such as Stickney, which may lead to peaks in the distribu-
tion of shock alteration ages. Interpretation of the shock 
age distribution should take into account the precise 
geology accessing resurfacing history around sampling 
sites.

Components enriched in volatile elements such as 
hydrous minerals, carbonates, and organic matters may 
also tell us material formation history and environment 
in the early Solar System. D/H ratio in hydrous min-
erals and organics and N/C and O/C ratios in organic 
matters are useful as a proxy for estimating their forma-
tion conditions. For instance, cometary materials, likely 
formed in the early outer Solar System and/or a parent 
molecular cloud, tend to exhibit high D/H, N/C, and 
O/C ratios compared to chondritic materials (e.g., Alt-
wegg et  al. 2015; Yabuta et  al. 2017). For hydrous min-
erals with a size 10 μm or smaller, D/H measurement is 
possible with 1% precision that is sufficient to distinguish 
between cometary and chondritic values (e.g., Altwegg 
et al. 2015). N/C and O/C measurements with sufficient 
precision have been done for micrometeoritic organic 
materials with sizes several to about 10 μm (e.g., Yabuta 
et al. 2017). These analyses may also be useful for Phobos 
samples expected to have larger typical grain sizes.

MR1.2b to understand the moons’ forming giant impact
If giant impact origin is the case, determination of tex-
tures, chemical, mineralogical and isotopic compositions, 
and alteration ages of Phobos indigenous materials are 
necessary for the estimation of the timing and magnitude 
of the impact event, the chemical type of the impactor, 
as well as the mixing ratio of materials derived from the 
impactor and proto-Martian mantle.

Such an impact event could occur with an impact 
velocity not much larger than the escape velocity of 
Mars, and materials ejected into areocentric orbits 
may inefficiently be mixed in grain-scale due to rapid 
solidification by efficient radiative cooling (Hyodo 
et  al. 2017). In this case, Phobos indigenous materials 
may show isotopic and chemical compositions distrib-
uted on a mixing line connecting the compositions of 
the proto-Martian mantle and the impactor. Since the 
isotopic compositions of elements such as oxygen are 
already known for Mars from the analyses of Martian 
meteorites (e.g., Warren 2011), the direction of the 
anti-Mars end of the mixing line points to the impac-
tor isotopic composition. From this analysis, the source 
body type of the impactor may be estimated. Materials 
that fall on isotopic end-members could also tell us the 
chemical composition of the proto-Martian mantle and 
the impactor. The range of compositional dispersion 
depends on the degree of material mixing and homog-
enization, which reflects the magnitude of the moon-
forming impact.

The moons’ forming giant impact likely causes loss 
of volatile elements like H, Pb, C, Na, K, and Rb from 
ejecta originated from Mars and the impactor due to 
impact heating (Hyodo et al. 2018). The degree of vola-
tile loss can be evaluated from the comparison of vola-
tile-element abundance of Phobos samples with those 
estimated for the silicate Mars (e.g., Yoshizaki and 
McDonough 2020) and the source body type of impac-
tor. This would provide another constraint for the heat-
ing magnitude of the giant impact.

Note that tidal break-up and reaccumulation postu-
lated for the scenario of repeated formation of inner-
most moon likely induce only small temperature rise 
due to low gravitational energy to bound the moons’ 
materials. Thus, Phobos materials would experience lit-
tle alteration through the reformation cycles. An effect 
of reformation possibly recorded in the Phobos sample 
might be a low degree of cosmic-ray exposure because 
tidal break-up may dredge up materials once existed in 
deep. Further study is needed on how the Phobos sam-
ple can constrain the repeated formation scenario of 
the innermost moon.

The timing of giant impact can be constrained by the 
measurement of crystallization age of returned samples. 
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U–Pb dating for phosphate phase in an Itokawa grain 
with the size several tens μm obtained 4.6 ± 0.18 Ga for 
the grain formation age (Terada et  al. 2018). Given the 
range of expected grain sizes, the same dating method 
can be applied to Phobos samples with similar or better 
precision which distinguishes between the period over-
wrapping the main period of Mars accretion likely the 
first several Myr of the Solar System (Dauphas and Pour-
mand 2011) and that of late heavy bombardment possibly 
lasting to about 3.8  Ga (e.g., Hartmann et  al. 2000). An 
87Rb–87Sr model age can be also measured for the timing 
of the impact associated with volatile loss and fractiona-
tion between Rb and Sr (Amsellem et al. 2020).

MR1.3 to constrain Deimos’s origin
Mission requirements for constraining the origin of 
Deimos are described here. According to Viking’s flyby 
observations, boulders as large as 150–200 m have been 
found on the Deimos surface (Thomas 1979). To spectro-
scopically characterize the bedrock material exposed on 
boulder surfaces, it is necessary to make spectroscopic 
observations at a horizontal spatial resolution of 100  m 
or less in the same wavelength range and S/N for Pho-
bos observation and to obtain geomorphological data at 
a horizontal spatial resolution of 10 m or less. Based on 
previous observations, the Deimos surface has an almost 
homogeneous color, while there are red and blue regions 
on Phobos. Therefore, Deimo’s observations may be 
meaningful enough, even if only for a few major areas.

Deimos is known to have a south pole basin, which may 
be the largest impact crater on this moon comparable 
to Stickney on Phobos. However, the topography of this 
basin has been poorly determined so far due to the lack 
of image at good viewing conditions (Thomas 1993). A 
detailed study of the topography of this basin is necessary 
for the estimation of the Deimos’s volume and thus den-
sity as well as for the geological comparison of Deimos 
with Phobos.

MR2.1 to reveal the evolution of Phobos
The mission requirements given by MR2.1 are specified 
for clarifying the surface evolution and its processes of 
Phobos, paying attention to the difference in boundary 
conditions from heliocentric small bodies as described 
previously. To unravel those complex processes, it is nec-
essary to conduct observations of dust and ion fluxes 
in circum-Martian space, geologic mapping for pre-
cise crater chronology, global boulder distributions, and 
major terrains and geological features, such as grooves, 
and sample analyses characterizing space weathering 
processes.

The first information needed to understand the degree 
of space weathering that likely varies by location is the 

reflectance spectrum of fresh bedrock exposures. On 
Phobos, signatures of fresh bedrock exposure have been 
found in ejecta around fresh impact craters of tens of 
meters scale (Basilevsky et al. 2014) and boulders of tens 
of meters size (Thomas 1979; Basilevsky et  al. 2014). 
Comparing the reflectance spectra of these regions with 
others, the extent and distribution of space weathering on 
the Phobos surface can be constrained. According to size 
distributions of boulders in the region eastern outside of 
Stickney crater (Thomas 1979; Karachevtseva et al. 2014), 
there are at least 100, 10, and 3 boulders with diameters 
greater than 10, 20, and 30 m, respectively. Therefore, to 
measure the reflection spectrum of fresh bedrock expo-
sures at sufficiently many sites for a statistical survey, it is 
necessary to observe boulders with a diameter of at least 
20 m. This requires geomorphological imaging with reso-
lution less than 4 m or less and spectroscopy with a spa-
tial resolution of 20 m or less.

Grooves (100–200  m wide and 10–20  m depth linear 
depressions) are one of the most prominent geomor-
phological structures in Phobos. The grooves have been 
interpreted as secondary crater chains due to impact(s) 
on Phobos or Mars, or faults created by tidal forces or a 
huge impact shock on Phobos (e.g., Murrey et  al. 1994; 
Murray and Heggie 2014). A particularly important 
piece of information in constraining the formation is to 
distinguish between chain craters of impact origin and 
sinkholes into the inner cavity. The above-mentioned 
high-resolution imaging, mainly of the walls and the sur-
rounding area, are useful to assess the continuity of the 
groove topography, the presence of impact pit and ejecta, 
and the presence of faults.

On Eros, an asteroid with a size similar to Phobos, 
the number density of impact craters less than 1  km in 
diameter is in an equilibrium state balancing creation 
and disappearance, and the change in the slope of the 
size distribution at smaller diameters suggests that dif-
ferent degradation processes dominate in each size range 
(Richardson et al. 2005). A similar equilibrium state has 
been observed for Itokawa (Hirata et al. 2009). If the pro-
cesses of re-impact of dust ejected from Phobos occurs 
continuously, the number density of small impact craters 
on Phobos is expected to be lower than those on Eros and 
Itokawa because crater degradation processes become 
stronger. To observe this, it is necessary to understand 
the density of impact craters with diameters less than 
100  m, which requires global geological mapping with 
spatial resolution less than 10 m.

As for the proposed dust rings or tori along the orbits of 
the Martian moons (Soter 1971), a theoretically expected 
dust number density is 7 ×  103  km−3 for dust larger than 
30 µm in the Phobos dust ring and several times denser 
in the Deimos dust ring (Krivov and Hamilton 1997). To 
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constrain the dust environment around both moons, it is 
necessary to detect ring dust with size range and density 
above as well as micrometeorite flux with an expected 
value of about  10–6  m−2  s−1 (Grün et al 1985).

Analyses of sample grains focusing on alteration pro-
cesses due to fluxes of external materials would reveal 
how Phobos surface, probably poor in the endogenic 
activity that affects material properties, has evolved in 
the circum-Martian environment. A histogram of shock 
alteration ages of sample grains may provide information 
on the history of high-speed impacts onto Phobos along 
the lines of similar studies for the Earth’s Moon (e.g., Fer-
nandes et  al. 2013). Concentrations of implanted solar 
wind ions in weathered samples, as well as cosmic-ray 
exposure age, may be used to estimate the resurfacing 
time scale of Phobos (e.g., Nagao et al. 2011 for Itokawa 
sample). The concentration of exotic materials would 
include information on the ejecta and ion transport from 
Mars.

MR2.2.1 to constrain Mars evolution from Phobos sample
The mission requirements for the search for materi-
als transferred from Mars after Phobos formation in the 
returned sample are given by MR2.2.1. Based on the 
young impact crater population on Mars and numeri-
cal simulations of impact processes, it is estimated that 
Phobos regolith may contain on average at least 340 ppm 
of ejecta materials from Mars due to impacts during the 
last 500 Myr (Hyodo et al. 2019). 10 g of granular Phobos 
sample may contain several tens grains of such Martian 
ejecta assuming that 300 μm grains, the smallest estimate 
of dominant grain size on Phobos (see the "MR1.1.2" sec-
tion), dominate the sample mass. The larger the domi-
nant grain size, the smaller the expected total number 
of young grains originated from Mars. Therefore, at least 
10  g of sample is required to raise the expected total 
number to O(1) or higher.

Different from the giant impact case, most ejecta mate-
rials are not expected to have undergone strong shock 
alteration such as melting due to scale effects (Hyodo 
et al. 2019). If Phobos is a captured primordial undiffer-
entiated body, ejecta from Martian impact craters will 
have petrological properties distinctly different from the 
primitive materials. Even if Phobos is of giant impact 
origin, materials from young Martian impact craters 
can be distinguished from Phobos indigenous mate-
rial originated from quenched ejecta generated by the 
giant impact. The reliability of the identification results 
can be assured by comparison with the O, Cr, and Ti 
isotopic compositions in Martian meteorites (e.g., War-
ren 2011) and mineralogical composition data obtained 

from Martian meteorites and Martian explorations (e.g., 
McSween 2015).

If fragments of younger impact ejecta from Mars are 
identified in the sample grains, they would provide infor-
mation on the state of the surface environment on Mars 
at the timing of bedrock formation at impact site(s). Their 
mineral assemblages, isotopic compositions, and mag-
netization are potential measurable proxies for the past 
surface environment of Mars. To make them even more 
valuable, the age determination of corresponding sam-
ple grains is quite important. Our capability to do this 
depends on grain size and mineral composition. If such 
measurements are successful for ejecta grains of various 
ages, it would significantly improve our understandings 
of the evolution of Mars (Usui et al. 2020).

MR2.2.2 to constrain the atmospheric escape from Mars
The mission requirement given by MR2.2.2 is placed to 
conduct flux measurements of major escaping ion spe-
cies such as  O+ and  C+ with discriminating isotopes to 
improve constraints on the amount of the past atmos-
phere. If the fractionation factors of main atmospheric 
species can be estimated with a precision of less than 
50%, the amount of atmosphere lost to space over the 
past billion years can be constrained within a factor 
of ~ 2 given the known isotopic differences between the 
present atmosphere and sediments that trap the past 
isotopic composition of the atmosphere (Yokota et  al. 
2021). To take observational constraints for the frac-
tionation factors, it is required to measure composi-
tion ratios and isotopic ratios of the main components 
of ions escaping from the current Martian atmosphere 
with an accuracy of 50% or less.

To measure the isotopic fractionation factors of the 
major components of escaping ions  (O+ and  C+) with 
such accuracy, the isotopic flux ratios of each element 
are needed to be measured with the same accuracy in 
the induced magnetosphere of Mars. Also, solar wind 
parameters need to be measured outside the induced 
magnetosphere because the ion escape is affected by 
the solar wind (e.g., Brain et  al. 2010). Requirements 
for in  situ ion mass spectrometry will be summarized 
in the later subsection combining those for the other 
targets.

MR2.3 to understand dust and water transport 
in the Martian atmosphere
The mission requirement given by MR2.3 is placed to 
realize monitoring the transport of water and dust, 
both of which play crucial roles in the climate sys-
tem of Mars, using the vantage of the equatorial orbit 
moderately distant from Mars. Various atmospheric 
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phenomena are thought to be involved in water 
exchange between the atmosphere and the crust, in 
particular local weather influenced by topography 
and phase changes in the diurnal cycle. According to 
numerical simulation of dust entrainment from the sur-
face to the atmosphere, convective plumes with spatial 
scale ~ 100 km and time scales of several hours can play 
an important role in the onset of dust storms developed 
to altitudes of 30–50 km (Spiga et al. 2013). Such local-
ized dust events will induce the transport of water and 
other trace gases as well. Therefore, it is required to 
observe the transport of dust, clouds, and water vapor 
separately with sufficient temporal and spatial resolu-
tion (Ogohara et  al. 2021). See the “Requirements for 
spectroscopic imaging” section for details to observe 
the transported matters separately.

Integrated requirements for observations
Some of the sensing methods will be applied for multiple 
scientific purposes, respectively. Thus, detailed require-
ments for such a sensing method are derived from com-
binations of related mission requirements. Below, those 
for geomorphological imaging and laser ranging, spec-
troscopic imaging, and in  situ ion mass spectrometry, 
which closely relate to multiple mission objectives, will 
be shown. The requirements for the other observation 
methods not listed below have been shown in the above 
subsections: gamma-ray and neutron spectrometry in 
MR1.1.1 and dust monitoring in MR2.1.

Requirements for geomorphological imaging and laser 
ranging
Visible imaging and laser ranging for geomorphology 
connect to mission requirements under medium objec-
tives 1.1, 1.2a, 1.3, and 2.1, respectively. For imaging, it is 
required to have spatial resolution < 4 m (10 m) to iden-
tify fresh bedrock exposures at a horizontal scale of 20 m 
(100  m) or better for Phobos (Deimos) as described in 
MR1.1.1, MR1.3, and MR2.1. To identify the topography 
of impact craters, the most dominant topographic type 
on both moons, S/N > 30 is required. This value is suffi-
cient for clear imaging that decomposes the topographic 
brightness variation on impact craters known to have 
diverse depth-to-diameter ratios (Hemmi and Miyamoto 
2020) when viewing each cratered area from its normal 
direction under a solar incidence angle of 30 ◦ . For sam-
pling operations, it is required to have higher spatial reso-
lutions < 1 m for each landing-site candidate area ~ 100 m 
across and < 0.1  m for the area within ~ 0.5  m from the 
sampling point to observe the geologic context of the 
sampling site.

To make a shape model, imaging at different local times 
with different viewing angles at each location of Phobos 
is required. MMX supposes local times for imaging to be 
around 9.5 h, 12.5 h, and 14.5 h with three different view-
ing angles at 9.5 h and 14.5 h for a better stereo condition 
(see Matsumoto et al. 2021 for details).

A reliable shape model of Phobos and local 3D eleva-
tion maps can be obtained by a synthetic analysis of the 
imaging and laser ranging data. These are important 
also for geodetic and geological studies and spectral data 
mapping. For this purpose, laser ranging is required to be 
capable of ranging from an altitude of 100 m to 100 km 
which mostly covers the supposed mid-to low altitude 
range of spacecraft orbit around Phobos (see the “Mis-
sion Profile” section). It is also required to have a foot-
print size < 5  m with a ranging accuracy < 0.1  m from 
10  km altitude, a typical altitude of the low orbit, to 
resolve boulders, small impact craters, and wall struc-
tures of grooves which are the subject of geological stud-
ies and spectroscopic imaging as shown in the "MR2.1" 
section.

Requirements for spectroscopic imaging
Spectroscopic imaging is relevant to mission require-
ments MR1.1.1, 1.3, 2.1, and 2.3 under medium objec-
tives 1.1, 1.3, 2.1, and 2.3. The wavelength resolution is 
required to detect absorption features on both moons 
by hydrous minerals near 0.65 μm and 2.7–2.8 μm,  H2O 
molecules near 3.0–3.2  μm, anhydrous minerals near 
0.95  μm, and organic carbon near 3.5  μm. S/N > 100 at 
each wavelength region is required to detect subtle dif-
ferences in absorption features between places on Pho-
bos and Deimos. It is known that the depth of 2.7 and 
0.65 μm absorption features are smaller than 10% (Frae-
man et  al. 2014) and therefore S/N > 100 is required for 
precise comparison of the features with an order of 1% 
relative absorption enhancement. In addition, the differ-
ence in spectrum slope in the visible and near-infrared 
region between blue and red units of Phobos is also small 
(mostly less than 10%; Fraeman et  al. 2014) and there-
fore S/N > 100 is required to identify the true color of the 
regions observed. The spatial resolution is required to 
be < 100 m for global imaging of both moons and < 20 m 
for main areas on Phobos. The best viewing conditions 
for spectral imaging are phase angle to be around 10° and 
local time to be around 12 h. For almost entire areas ± 30° 
latitudes, observations that meet or approximate the 
above conditions are required. To observe material distri-
bution nearby each sampling point, it is required to have 
spatial resolutions < 1 m for a landing area about 100 m 
across and < 5  mm for the area within ~ 1  m from each 
sampling point while a reduction of wavelength resolu-
tion is permissible for the closest imaging.
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Observations of the Martian atmosphere will target 
atmospheric dust, water vapor, and ice clouds. For map-
ping dust and ice cloud distribution changes associated 
with dust storm and topographic wind, ~ 10  km spatial 
resolution and ~ 1% precision in scattered solar radia-
tion at visible–infrared bands is required with ~ 1-h time 
resolution during the development of dust storm. For 
water vapor, to detect and monitor several 100-km-scale 
heterogeneities (Melchiorri et al. 2007), mapping of col-
umn integrated water vapor with an accuracy of 1 pr-μm 
(precipitable water depth in μm) and ~ 100  km spatial 
resolution is required. This needs infrared imaging at 
wavelengths within an  H2O vapor absorption band and 
its outsides with S/N > 100 (Ogohara et al. 2021).

Requirements for in situ ion mass spectrometry
In situ ion mass spectrometry connects to mission 
requirements in MR1.1.1, MR1.1.3, MR2.1, and MR2.2.2 
under medium objectives 1.1, 2.1, and 2.2, with primary 
observational targets including torus ions derived from 
 H2O molecules possibly released from Phobos, second-
ary ions of major refractory elements  (Mg+,  Si+,  Ca+, and 
 Fe+) sputtered from Phobos’s surface by the solar wind, 
solar wind ions dominated by  H+, and ions escaping from 
the Martian atmosphere such as  O+ and  C+. Therefore, 
the ion mass spectrometry is required to have sufficient 
ion detectability at estimated energy range (< 30  keV) 
and fluxes: water-related ions of  105  –   107 ions/cm2 s 
originating from the Phobos torus if exists (Poppe and 
Curry 2014; Poppe et  al. 2016), secondary ions of ~  104 
ions/cm2 s from Phobos (Schaible et  al. 2017), solar 
wind ions of ~  108 ions/cm2 s (Trotignon et al. 1996) and 
those scattered at Phobos surface of  105  –   106 ions/cm2 
s (Futaana et al. 2010), and escaping ions from the Mar-
tian atmosphere of ~  104  –  107 ions/cm2 s (Ramstad et al. 
2017). It also needs to have sufficient mass resolution to 
distinguish ion species. To know the direction of ions 
approaching the spacecraft, which needed to constrain 
the source of detected ion, simultaneous measurement of 
the ambient magnetic field in the solar wind with typical 
strength 3 nT and variable direction is also required. This 
is because ion motion is restricted by B and E = −V × B 
where the vectors B , E and V  are the solar wind magnetic 
field, electric field, and velocity. 1  Hz sampling is esti-
mated enough to detect magnetic field variations due to 
change in the solar wind itself and wake behind Mars and 
Phobos from supposed orbits (Yokota et al. 2021).

Requirements for sampling
The basic mission requirement for sampling is to collect 
and bring back samples that can reveal the origin and 
evolution of Phobos (medium objectives 1.2 and 2.1) and 
the evolution of the Martian surface environment (2.2). 

Specifically, it is necessary to collect samples of 10  g or 
more containing material deeper than 2  cm from two 
sites while clarifying the geologic context of sampling 
areas. These are required by MR1.1.2, but also meet the 
requirements of MR1.2a, 1.2b, MR2.1, and MR2.2.1 for 
sample analysis. It is also necessary to reduce contami-
nation as much as possible. To prevent contamination 
of the Earth’s atmosphere and Earth’s organic matter to 
volatiles and organic matter in the recovered samples, 
the contamination control and the sealing of sample con-
tainer are required following Hayabusa2 (Sawada et  al. 
2017).

The sampling sites are needed to be sufficiently flat for 
safe landing and have accessibility to Phobos indigenous 
materials. Small-scale topographic irregularities on Pho-
bos are studied both by previous images and numerical 
analyses (Takemura et  al. 2021), but analyses at much 
higher resolutions ~ 10 cm are needed. Close-up spectro-
scopic and geomorphological imaging with spatial reso-
lutions up to the order of mm is required to describe the 
geologic context of the sampling site, which allows us to 

Fig. 1 The current design of spacecraft system configuration. (Top) 
From left to right, propulsion, exploration, and return modules. 
(Bottom) On‑orbit configuration. The size of a solar panel is 
2.4 m × 4.4 m. (C) JAXA
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Table 3 Scientific mission objectives and requirements of MMX

Goal 1: Clarify the origins of the Martian moons and constrain processes for planetary formation and material transport in the region 
connecting the inner and outer Solar Systems

 Medium objective 1.1 Reveal whether Phobos originated as a captured asteroid or resulted from a giant impact

  MO1.1.1: Spectroscopically reveal the surface‑layer distribu‑
tion of the materials that make up Phobos with the spatial 
resolution required for the scientific evaluation of sampling 
points and geological structures, thereby constraining Phobos’ 
origin

SS MR1.1.1: To grasp the distribution of the constituent materials of 
Phobos, material distributions of hydrous minerals and other related 
minerals should be obtained spectroscopically for main parts of 
the full body in correspondence with its topography (at horizontal 
spatial resolutions of 20 m or better) and in a radius of 50 m or more 
around the sampling point (at spatial resolutions of 1 m or better). 
Also, the mean global Si/Fe ratio, etc., of the moon should be deter‑
mined to within an accuracy of 20%

  MO1.1.2: Identify the major components of constituent mate‑
rials from samples collected on Phobos’ surface as Phobos 
indigenous materials that retain records of their formation, 
strongly constraining their origins from isotopic ratios, etc.

SS MR1.1.2: To constrain the origins of Phobos, paying attention to 
the diversity and representativeness of Phobos’ surface, record 
the occurrence of and collect at least 10 g of particulate samples 
(Phobos samples), including samples 2 cm below the surface. Also, 
identify main sample components as moon‑indigenous materials 
that were constituent materials at the time of formation, and meas‑
ures their texture and mineral, elemental, and isotopic composi‑
tion (oxygen, chromium, etc.) with sufficient accuracy to allow the 
specification of the moon’s origins

   MO1.1.3: Obtain information such as molecular release rates 
and mass distribution related to the presence of ice in Phobos, 
investigate the presence or absence of density contrasts on 
Phobos’ surface, and constrain Phobos’ origin independently 
of MO1.1.1 and MO1.1.2

S MR1.1.3: To constrain the origin of Phobos from its internal struc‑
ture, (1) measure the molecular release rate from internal ice at a 
detection limit of fewer than  1022 molecules/s, (2) investigate the 
presence or absence of inhomogeneity in the density structure 
due to localization of ice exceeding 10% of Phobos’ mass, and (3) 
investigate the presence or absence of density variation near the 
surface layer

 Medium objective 1.2a [If Phobos is determined to be a captured asteroid] Elucidate the composition and migration process of primitive materials 
supplied to the region of terrestrial planets and constrain the initial conditions of Martian surface evolution

  MO1.2a.1: By constraining the formation of primitive materials 
in the Solar System and primitive bodies in the vicinity of 
the snow line from a material science perspective, and by 
estimating the Phobos capture process, constrain the initial 
conditions for the processes of planetary migration, material 
transport and evolution of the Martian surface in the early 
Solar System

S MR1.2a: To constrain the initial evolution of Solar System materials 
and volatile element supply, analyze texture, element and isotope 
composition, formation age, etc., of moon‑indigenous materials 
in Phobos samples with the necessary accuracy and also extract 
information related to organic matter and hydrous minerals. Also, 
elucidate collision environments before and after moon capture 
from the age distribution of shock alteration in the collected sample 
and measurements of impact crater distributions on the moon 
surface

 Medium objective 1.2b [If Phobos is determined to originate from a giant impact] Elucidate giant impact and moon formation processes in the 
terrestrial planetary region and evaluate its influence on the early evolutionary process of Mars

  MO1.2b.1: For Phobos indigenous materials, identify primitive 
Martian components (Mars‑originating components) ejected 
by a giant impact and components of the impactor body, 
clarify their features, estimate the scale and age of the impact, 
and constrain planetary migration, material transport, and 
planetary formation processes in the terrestrial planetary 
region

S MR1.2b: To constrain the process of a giant impact, analyze the tex‑
ture, elemental and isotopic composition, shock alteration age, etc., 
of moon‑indigenous materials in the Phobos sample with sufficient 
accuracy, and estimate the peak temperature, timing of the collision, 
and the mixing ratio of components from primitive Mars and the 
impacting body. Also, restrict the mixing ratio of both components 
across the entire moon from measurements of the Si/Fe ratio, etc.

 Medium objective 1.3 Place new constraints on Deimos’ origin

   MO1.3.1: Elucidate the surface distribution of materials 
composing Deimos through spectroscopy with the spatial 
resolution necessary for grasping its geological structures and 
compare this with Phobos

S MR1.3: To grasp the distribution of constituent materials of Deimos, 
from spectroscopic information, clarify the surface distribution of 
hydrous minerals and other related minerals corresponding to its 
topography at characteristic parts of the moon with a horizontal 
spatial resolution of 100 m or better
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interpret the sample properties connecting with the bulk 
properties of Phobos.

Spacecraft and science instruments
Spacecraft
Since the design of the MMX spacecraft architecture is 
reported in detail elsewhere (Kawakatsu et al. 2019), here 
we briefly summarize its essence. The MMX spacecraft 
will employ a chemical propulsion system with a high 
acceleration ability to confine the roundtrip time to a 
reasonable length (Campagnola et  al. 2018). To achieve 
a round trip to the Martian sphere of gravity, the space-
craft is composed of separable modules: propulsion mod-
ule, exploration module, and return module (Fig.  1). By 
releasing used modules at appropriate epochs, the space-
craft mass will be reduced to allow orbital controls in the 
Martian system and return cruise to the Earth reduc-
ing the required overall propellant mass. To carry sam-
ples with a volume much larger than that of Hayabusa2 
which aimed to take 100  mg of samples (Tsuda et  al. 
2013), an enlarged return capsule will be used for MMX. 
The total spacecraft wet mass at launch is about 4000 kg. 
The spacecraft will be launched by an H-III rocket with 
launch capabilities larger than H-II rockets. The H-III 
rocket system is under development as the new Japanese 
flagship launch vehicle with the planned first launch in 
2021.

Science instruments
Table 4 lists the science instruments aboard MMX. These 
are selected to satisfy the mission requirements comple-
mentary to the sample analyses. A detailed description of 
each instrument will be given elsewhere. Here, we sum-
marize their complementary roles.

One of the most important roles of proximity observa-
tions is to obtain constraints for the origin of the Mar-
tian moons independently of sample analyses and also to 
document the sampling site to inform the geological con-
text. Measurements for the determination of bulk Phobos 
composition is the most direct approach for this purpose. 
OROCHI (Kameda et  al. 2021), the wide-angle visible 
multiband camera, and MIRS (Barruci et  al. 2021), the 
infrared spectrometer, will conduct near-global mapping 
of reflectance spectra of Phobos with spatial resolutions 
of the order of 10  m. Combining with the specification 
of fresh bedrock exposures by TENGOO (Kameda et al. 
2021), a panchromatic telescopic camera with much 
higher spatial resolutions, the spectroscopic mapping 
over wavelength from visible to infrared will constrain 
the mineral composition of Phobos bedrock. Hydrous 
minerals, if exist, are a very important proxy indicative of 
the capture origin of the moon, thus OROCHI and MIRS 
are designed to detect absorption bands at ~ 0.7  μm 
and ~ 2.7  μm, respectively, caused by hydroxyl group in 
mineral structures with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.

Table 3 (continued)

Goal 2 From the viewpoint of the Martian moons, clarify the driving mechanism of the transition of the Mars–moon system and add new 
knowledge to the evolution history of Mars

 Medium objective 2.1 Obtain a basic description of the elementary processes of surface evolution for moons in the circum‑Martian environment

  MO2.1.1: Identify weathering and evolutionary processes 
(impact frequency, degree of gardening, and space weather‑
ing processes) in surface‑layer regolith specific to the Martian 
moons as compared to asteroids

SS MR2.1: To know the surface evolution processes of Martian moons, 
(1) observably constrain the circum‑moons environment, (2) grasp 
Phobos’ geological features and surface structures (impact craters, 
boulders, thickness, and deposition state of the regolith layer) at 
horizontal spatial resolutions of 10 m or better, and (3) elucidate the 
state of space weathering and alteration in Phobos samples

 Medium objective 2.2 Add new findings and constraints on the history of changes in the Martian surface

  MO2.2.1: Search returned samples of the Phobos surface for 
materials ejected from Mars after the formation of Phobos and 
constrain the chemical state of the Martian surface layer and 
its transition if suitable samples are present

A MR2.2.1: To constrain the chemical state and transition of the surface 
layer of Mars, search a Phobos sample of 10 g or more for materials 
(ejecta) from Mars from after moon formation, and, if appropriate 
samples are present, clarify features such as isotopic composition, 
formation age, and remanent magnetization

   MO2.2.2: Place constraints on the amount of atmospheric 
escape through the history of Mars from composition ratios 
and isotopic ratios in the current escaping atmosphere

A MR2.2.2: To constrain the amount of atmospheric escape through 
the history of Mars, measure composition ratios and isotopic ratios 
of the main components of ions escaping from the current Martian 
atmosphere to an accuracy within 50%

 Medium objective 2.3 Constrain the mechanisms of material circulation in the Martian atmosphere affecting the transitions in the Martian climate

  MO2.3.1: Impose constraints on dust and water transport 
processes in the Martian atmosphere and between the 
atmosphere and the surface through observations of the 
temporal changes in dust storms and the global distributions 
of water vapor and clouds

A MR2.3: To constrain transport processes for dust and water near the 
Martian surface, continuous observations of the mid‑to‑low‑latitude 
distributions of dust storms, ice clouds, and water vapor in the Mar‑
tian atmosphere are performed from high altitude equatorial orbit 
in different seasons to within 1‑h time resolutions

MO mission objectives, MR mission requirements, priority: SS = very high, S = high, A = valuable)
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MEGANE (Lawrence et  al. 2019), the gamma-ray and 
neutron spectrometer will determine the concentration 
of elements such as Si, Fe, H, and K in the surface layer of 
several tens cm thickness, where cosmic-ray induced and 
spontaneous atomic nucleus reactions take place associ-
ated with emissions of neutrons and high-energy pho-
tons to space, over the hemisphere scale. This instrument 
is designed to determine Si/Fe ratio with the required 
accuracy (MR1.1.1). It can also determine the K and H 
concentrations if Phobos has a volatile concentration 
comparable to that of carbonaceous chondrites. MSA 
(Yokota et al. 2021), the ion mass spectrum analyzer, will 
attempt to detect the ion torus derived from  H2O pos-
sibly released from Phobos which may store icy materi-
als inside. Metallic ions spattered out from the surface 
of Phobos by solar wind are also the target of the MSA 
measurements, which may constrain the elemental com-
position of Phobos surface averaged over the hemisphere 
scale as achieved for the Earth`s moon by the Kaguya 
mission (Yokota et al. 2009).

LIDAR (Senshu et al. 2021), the laser altimeter, will be 
used for the determination of the shape, rotation, and 
gravity field of Phobos in combination with the geo-
morphological imaging by TENGOO and Earth-based 
spacecraft tracking data. LIDAR will also provide surface 
roughness information within each laser footprint from 
analysis of the reflectance as a function of observation 
angle at the laser wavelength of 1064 nm. This is useful to 
understand the resurfacing processes such as mass wast-
ing in each geologic unit, concerning the medium mis-
sion objective 2.1.

Those remote sensing data will be also used for the 
selection of sampling sites. The global surface composi-
tion of Phobos constrained by proximity observations 
will be compared with the compositions of the returned 
sample to examine how returned materials are repre-
sentative of Phobos indigenous materials. Close-up spec-
troscopic and panchromatic imaging by OROCHI and 
TENGOO with spatial resolutions in the order of mm 
during landing operations will be used to describe the 
geologic context of the sampling site.

CMDM (Kobayashi et  al. 2018) is a dust detector 
monitoring impact signals on its sensor of an exposed 
thin film at the top layer of multi-layer insulation of the 
spacecraft. It will measure the impact momentum of dust 
grains colliding with the sensor surface in orbit around 
Mars. When there is a dust collision on the sensor, it is 
classified as interplanetary dust, interstellar dust, or Mars 
orbiting dust based on the information on the orbital 
position and attitude of the spacecraft at that time. As a 
result, the flux of those dust species is obtained. Confir-
mation of the presence or absence of a hypothesized dust 
rings or tori along the moons’ orbits is one of the main 

purposes of this measurement. The instrument detec-
tion limit is set enough to observe micrometeorite flux 
and expected ring dust as shown in the "MR2.1" section. 
The measured fluxes of dust grains including meteoroids 
provide basic data for understanding the weathering and 
impact gardening processes of both moons. By combin-
ing the analyses of samples concerning impact alteration 
states and ages, mixing of exotic materials, and possible 
material exchange among bodies in the Martian system, 
an integrated view for the surface evolution of the Mar-
tian moons would be available.

OROCHI and MIRS will also conduct a series of spec-
troscopic imaging/mapping of the atmosphere of Mars. 
From positions near Phobos, both instruments are capa-
ble of imaging a wide area from mid- to low-latitudes of 
Mars. At positions more distant from Mars, imaging of 
the global hemisphere becomes easier. Color imaging by 
OROCHI can identify ice clouds and atmospheric dust, 
whereas infrared spectroscopic imaging by MIRS can 
assess the distribution of the column  H2O vapor con-
tent using the reflectance contrast between the wave-
lengths in and outside the  H2O absorption band. By 
tracing the motion of clouds, atmospheric dust swarms, 
and  H2O vapor using the time series of imaging/spectro-
scopic data, the atmospheric circulation can be moni-
tored. Additionally, zoom-up observations by TENGOO 
would capture the upwelling of dusty warm air into the 
upper atmosphere. Ions escaping from the Martian upper 
atmosphere are detectable by MSA with distinguishing 
isotopic mass of elements including O and C.

MMX will carry a rover provided by CNES and DLR 
for scientific and engineering purposes including being 
a scout for the lander (Michel et  al. 2021). The landing 
system and landing operation of the mothership have 
been studied to absorb the uncertainties in the mechani-
cal properties of Phobos surface regolith such as the sur-
face layer strength. On the other hand, it is beneficial to 
confirm in advance whether the actual regolith proper-
ties are within or outside the expected range. The rover 
will be released before the landing operation and conduct 
an in situ examination of the Phobos surface. The rover 
powered by its solar generator will be equipped with nav-
igation cameras, wheels for travel with torque sensors, 
wheel cameras, imaging the interaction of the wheels 
with the regolith, a thermal radiation monitor (MiniRad), 
accelerometers characterizing impact and bouncing, 
and a laser Raman microscope, RAX (Cho et  al. 2021). 
These instruments will examine mechanical, dynamical, 
and thermal properties and mineralogy of Phobos sur-
face regolith. The obtained data are also useful as ground 
truth for interpreting the remote sensing data taken from 
orbit.
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The sampling system, one of the most important mis-
sion instruments of MMX, will conduct sampling from 
Phobos surface regolith and transfer of samples into 
a sample container inside the sample return capsule 
(Kawakatsu et al. 2019). After touch down, sampling will 
be conducted by using a joint arm manipulator equipped 
with a coring mechanism at its tip. The MMX mission is 
planned to make landings at two different sites. At each 
landing site, a sampling point will be first determined 
within the area accessible by manipulation based on a 
precise raw surface image transmitted to the ground sta-
tion on Earth. An installed corer with an inner diameter 
of 2 cm will penetrate to a depth > 2 cm at the designated 
point and then the inner sample holder will be trans-
ferred to the container space in the return capsule. The 
corer diameter and penetration depth satisfy the mission 
requirements on the sampling mass ( ≥ 10  g) and depth 
(MR1.1.2) unless the material porosity is extremely high 
and/or the density of intact material is much smaller 
than those of common rocks. During landing operation, 
OROCHI will conduct spectroscopic imaging of the sam-
pling point and its surroundings with a spatial resolution 
of the order of mm to specify their spectroscopic prop-
erty and geologic context. It is technically difficult to take 
spectroscopic images resolving individual grains with 
the estimated size range (300  μm  –  2  mm). However, 
the penetration area of the sampler core can be resolved, 
then the average spectral characteristics of the sampling 
point can be ascertained in comparison with surrounding 
materials.

A pneumatic sampler, another type of sampler provided 
by NASA applying the same working principle as used 
during the OSIRIS-Rex mission (Bierhaus et  al. 2018), 
installed at a landing pad will also attempt sampling of 
regolith at shallow depth (Kawakatsu et  al. 2019). Sam-
ples taken from different depths are useful to understand 
the possible layering of surface regolith caused by space 
weathering, the influx of exotic materials, and garden-
ing by meteoroid impacts (Usui et al. 2020). We call this 
sampler P-sampler, whereas the primary coring sampler 
is called C-sampler. The sample holder of the P-sampler 
will be transported to the container space in the return 
capsule by the manipulator.

Mission profile
Overall
The planned mission profile is shown in Fig. 2. The MMX 
spacecraft is planned to be launched in September 2024 
and reach the Martian system after the cruise slightly less 
than a year. The spacecraft will stay in the Martian sys-
tem for nearly 3 years and conduct close-up observations 
of both moons, delivery of the rover, and sampling from 
Phobos. The spacecraft will depart the Martian system in 

August 2028 and return the capsule containing collected 
samples to the Earth.

After the insertion to a circum-Martian orbit, the 
spacecraft motion will be tuned to approximate the 
Phobos motion. By taking small differences in orbital 
eccentricity from Phobos, the spacecraft will eventually 
circulate Phobos at small distances. In the frame fixed to 
Phobos, the spacecraft trajectory will form an ellipse, or 
quasi-satellite orbit (QSO), with the center at the Phobos 
mass center (Fig. 3). The semimajor axis of QSO, which 
is perpendicular to the Mars direction, is about twice the 
minor axis. Decreasing in separation from Phobos, QSO 
gradually approaches to circle, or the semimajor axis/
minor axis ratio decreases, due to the greater contribu-
tion of Phobos gravity.

MMX will utilize several QSO patterns with high (sem-
imajor axis 200  km, QSO-H), medium (100  km, QSO-
M), and low (50 km and below, QSO-L series) altitudes 
depending on the observation phase. The orbital periods 
of QSOs are shorter than the revolution period of 7.65 h 
due to the effect of this moon’s gravity (7.1 h for QSO-M, 
≤ 5.7 h for QSO-L series; Canalias et al. 2017). When the 
spacecraft is staying in a QSO, the local time at the space-
craft passing above a fixed longitude on Phobos progres-
sively drifts with rates depending on QSO radius, which 
allows observations of the same area under different solar 
illumination angles.

MMX will also introduce the so-called 3D-QSO with 
inclination to Phobos, which allows observation of high-
latitude regions of this moon (Fig. 3b). The parameter set-
ting of 3D-QSO is yet to be fixed while the orbital radius 
comparable to QSO-M with the maximum separation 
from the equatorial plane ≥ 30 km which allows imaging 
of polar regions is supposed as a baseline. From QSOs, 
MMX will carry out observations of Phobos including 
those for landing site selection, circum-Martian space, 
and the Martian atmosphere.

During the period in proximity to Phobos, the space-
craft will land on two different sites of Phobos. Since 
Phobos’s surface gravity is two orders of magnitude larger 
than those of Itokawa and Ryugu, the descent and land-
ing sequence of MMX spacecraft is different from the 
prior missions Hayabusa and Hayabusa2 which used a 
so-called touch and go approach for sampling operations. 
For example, a low-velocity descent from a very high alti-
tude cannot be adopted considering fuel consumption to 
keep low velocity against gravity. Instead, from low QSO 
orbit, a ballistic descent will be applied to reach ~ 2  km 
above a landing site before starting the subsequent final 
vertical descent. A rehearsal operation before landing 
will take close-up images of the area including landing-
site candidates to confirm the safety and the availability 
of samples that are representative of bedrock materials. 
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To avoid previously unrecognized obstacles such as 
large boulders in the area of the selected site, an auton-
omous hazard detection, and avoidance technology will 
also be set up to realize a safe landing. The landing gear 
is installed with a mechanism absorbing the spacecraft 
momentum relative to the surface to prevent the space-
craft from bouncing at the touch down (Kawakatsu et al. 
2019).

After the completion of proximity observations of Pho-
bos and sampling operations, the spacecraft will expand 
its orbit to perform multiple flybys of Deimos. During 
this period, close-up observations of Deimos will be con-
ducted together with those of the surrounding space and 
the Martian atmosphere. Then, the spacecraft will depart 
from the Martian system.

Operations during the stay around the Martian moons
In the nominal operation plan during the stay in the 
Martian system (Fig. 4), solar conjunctions will occur in 
January 2026 and March 2028. Science operations may 
be inhibited for ~ 1.5  months around these conjunction 
timings. Furthermore, Mars will arrive at  an equinox in 
late November 2025 and this will happen subsequently 
after every about half of the Martian year. During the 
periods of about 3 months with equinox timing in each 
center, a spacecraft on QSO-L around Phobos will expe-
rience eclipses with long duration by Mars and Phobos 
repeatedly. This is caused by the near-equatorial orbit of 
Phobos around Mars and relatively small differences in 
QSO periods from the length of the day of Phobos. For 

maintaining the health of electric devices, long stops 
of power generation should be avoided. During those 
periods around equinoxes, therefore, QSO operation 
is restricted to large elliptic orbit with minor and major 
radii no smaller than 50 km and 100 km around Phobos 
to reduce the duration of every eclipse.

The current plan for observational operation is shown 
in detail elsewhere (Nakamura et al. 2021), here we briefly 
overview it below. Considering the constraints shown 
above, the period of ~ 3 years stay in the sphere of Mar-
tian gravity is divided into five phases as shown in Fig. 4. 
Phase 1 starts from MOI (Mars Orbit Insertion). After 
MOI, the spacecraft will be transferred to QSO around 
Phobos after the deployment of the propulsion module. 
During this transfer, the spacecraft will have a chance to 
approach Deimos at outer orbit, which would be used as 
an opportunity for the first Deimos imaging observation 
from small distances. After insertion to QSO, observa-
tions of Phobos from QSO-H will be conducted for the 
global shape model generation and spectral mapping of 
Phobos.

During phase 2 that starts after the first solar conjunc-
tion, close-up observations from QSO-M and QSO-L 
series will be combined to conduct higher resolution 
imaging and spectral mapping. Observations from 
QSO-LC are essential for the gamma-ray and neutron 
spectrometry by MEGANE. Preliminary study on the 
data acquisition and transmission rates using simulated 
time series of spacecraft orbits and orientations accord-
ing to the tentative operation sequence in Fig.  4 shows 

Fig. 2 The mission profile of MMX. See text for details
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that global geomorphological-topographic mapping and 
spectrometries of Phobos satisfying the corresponding 
mission requirements can be almost completed during 
phases 1 and 2 (Nakamura et al. 2021).

The descent and landing operations will be performed 
during phase 3 using the advantage in solar illumination 
conditions and short Earth–Mars distance. The release 
of the rover and the descent and ascent operation, which 
is a part of the landing rehearsal, will be done before the 

first actual landing but their best timings are under study 
including the last part of phase 2. Observations with pro-
gressive improvement of spatial resolution during phases 
1 and 2 will be used for the landing site selection to guar-
antee the safety for landing and the accessibility to indig-
enous materials. The landings (represented by TD1 and 
TD2 in Fig. 4) are supposed to be done at near- and anti-
Mars sides, respectively. Its details including the order of 
near- and far-side landings are under study.

A landing operation that includes touch down, sam-
pling, and departure will be completed during a single 
daytime of Phobos lasting 3 h 50 min. The stay time on 
the surface is planned to be 2.5 h with about a 1-h mar-
gin in the entire daytime. The time duration allocated for 
the sampling operation is 1.5 h, which includes close-up 
imaging of the landing area to determine the sampling 
point by the C-sampler and the telemetries of image 
data and command with the control station on the Earth. 
The P-sampler system will be used only during the first 
landing.

Sample analyses
Since the current strategy of MMX sample analyses is 
reported in detail elsewhere (Usui et al. 2020; Fujiya et al. 
2021), here we briefly summarize its essence.

Returned samples, expected to be granular as previ-
ously mentioned, will be first subjected to screening 
under an optical microscope analysis which observes 
grain size, shape, texture, and crude mineralogy. Selected 
grains will be analyzed using Raman spectroscopy and 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) to 
characterize precise mineralogy and chemical bonds of 
constituents including organics. For grains containing 
magnetic minerals, magnetometry using a superconduct-
ing quantum interference device (SQUID) will be also 
applied. Further mineralogical observations and qualita-
tive analyses of chemical compositions will be carried out 
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy-
dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS).

The estimated typical grain size from 300 μm to 2 mm 
is large enough for the application of a series of precise 
analysis techniques including X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
analyses, X-ray microtomography, successive 3D-com-
puted tomography (3D-CT), X-ray absorption near-edge 
structure (XANES) analyses to assess mineralogy, grain 
texture, and porosity. After the application of a series of 
non-destructive analyses, grains larger than 1  mm will 
also be used for analyses including secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (SIMS), and laser-ablation (LA) inductively 
coupled-plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to reveal 
isotopic characteristics and age information. For organ-
ics-bearing grains, which is highly expected for the case 
of capture origin of Phobos, a series of volatile analyses 

Fig. 3 Planned observational orbits around Phobos. Quasi‑satellites 
orbits (QSOs) are drawn in the Phobos fixed frame with Phobos at 
the center taking the xy‑plane and the x‑axis direction to be the 
Phobos orbital plane and the opposite direction to Mars, respectively. 
Top: QSOs confined in the xy‑plane. Bottom: An example of 3D‑QSO 
trajectory for the case taking effective orbital radius same as QSO‑M 
and inclination of 45°
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including cavity ring-down laser absorption spectroscopy 
(CRDS) and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry will 
be applied depending on the gain mass and volatile con-
centration. See Fujiya et  al. (2021) for details including 
other analysis techniques to be applied.

By 2029, when Phobos samples are scheduled to be 
returned, sample analysis techniques will have more 
advanced. Recently, the Hayabusa2 spacecraft returned 
Ryugu samples of more than 5 g, far exceeding the origi-
nal target of 0.1 g. Currently, the first experience in han-
dling return samples from a small body containing water 
and organics is being gained by the curation team and 
collaboration (JAXA Hayabusa2 Project 2021). Along 
with the forthcoming analyses of Bennu samples to be 
returned in 2023, this will provide new insights into the 
formation and evolution of primitive materials, as well as 
the advancement of know-how and techniques for sample 
curation and multifaceted analyses, which will be applied 
to Phobos samples. The analyses of Phobos samples will 

complement the findings and constraints from the small-
body explorations and enhance our understanding of 
material transport and evolution to create habitable plan-
ets in the early Solar System.

Concluding remarks
Through the exploration of the Marian moons, the MMX 
mission extends the experience in Japanese sample return 
exploration for the small bodies and will investigate key 
processes for the formation and evolution of habitable 
planets having atmosphere and water. Close-up obser-
vations of both moons and detailed analyses of samples 
returned from Phobos will characterize the properties of 
their constituent materials in great detail. The mission 
will determine the origin of the moons which is currently 
under debate, with models of the capture of primordial, 
carbonaceous asteroids and the accumulation of circum-
Martian debris ejected by a huge impact on early Mars 
both being seriously considered. Also, processes for the 
acquisition of water, organics, and volatiles from the 
outer Solar System by early terrestrial planets will be 
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elucidated. If the giant impact origin is the case, the dif-
ferentiation state of a proto-planet mantle just before the 
occurrence of the moon-forming impact will also be a 
study target.

Sample analyses will also extract records on the long-
term evolutionary processes such as continuous impac-
tor flux and irradiation of solar wind, cosmic rays, and 
circum-Martian plasma. For this issue, it is beneficial 
to conduct multidisciplinary studies with remote and 
in  situ data including the impact crater population 
and surface reflectance of the moons and the dust and 
plasma environment in circum-Martian space. Con-
current evolutionary processes such as atmospheric 
circulation and escape and the possible formation of 
dust ring and gas torus along the moons’ orbits will also 
be study targets. Ejecta materials derived from young 
Martian impact craters, if found in the returned sam-
ples, will provide unique information on the Martian 
surface environment at the time of impact and/or bed-
rock formation before impact.

The status of the MMX mission is now in phase C as 
a project of JAXA. Targeting the launch in 2024, the 
detailed design of spacecraft systems and instruments 
as well as studies of spacecraft orbits, operations, and 
data processing including basic experiments are exten-
sively ongoing.
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